You can draft your favorite beer anywhere.
All Leland products are made from
commercial grade materials.

REFRIGERATOR
CONVERSION KIT

Leland CO2 TapGas ® cylinders are
brewery approved clean CO2.

PROFESSIONAL
BEVERAGE DRAFTING

with CO2 included

Complete kit, including 2 full Leland CO2
TapGas® cylinders. That’s enough gas to
dispense over 165 12oz glasses of your
favorite beverage!
• 1 STD US Sankey Coupler
with pressure vent

• Hole saw for a standard
3/8” drill

• 1 Adjustable regulator

• All mounting brackets

• Gas lines

• Chrome faucet

• Beer lines with fittings
and washers

• Stainless steel drip tray

Add draft
dispensing
to any
refrigerator

A complete
kit including
tools,
components
and two full
CO2
cylinders

Leland also makes the
famous CO2 PicnicTap ®
portable draft system.
Why do this to your refrigerator? Ordinary beer taps are USUALLY pump types and
will push damaging air into beer. That’s right, air kills beer because it pushes the
carbonation out.
Buying beer in a keg is very economical, usually about 1/2 the cost of bottled beer.
Our CO2 TapGas® cylinders are brewery approved CO2, which preserves the tapped
keg for weeks. Imagine fresh draft beer at home!
The unit has a 1 year warranty and the gas pressure regulator has a lifetime
warranty.
TOOLS NEEDED: ELECTRIC DRILL, SAFETY GLASSES, TAPE MEASURE, PHILLIPS
HEAD SCREW DRIVER, WRENCH.

A drink responsibly message
from the employees of Leland

Gas Technologies
Available at:

The Leland CO2
Fridge Tap Kit
Any Fridge...Anytime

TOOLS INCLUDED: 1.0” HOLE SAW, FAUCET WRENCH, CLEANING BRUSH AND
ALL STAINLESS STEEL SCREWS (4)

Components made in USA and Japan

Gas Technologies

he only refrigerator conversion
kit that comes with two filled
CO2 cylinders, a hole saw and
does not consume the whole
interior space.

EVERYTHING INCLUDED JUST 3 EASY STEPS...

Using the supplied hole saw,
drill a 1” hole in the front door
of the refrigerator and slide
in the faucet and shank fitting.

In just a few minutes you can add
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draft beer or soda to any refrigerator and still have usable
space for food storage. The
Leland

CO2

FridgeTap™

requires one 74 gram CO2
TapGas®
cylinder
to
preserve

and

beverage.

push

Two

the
filled

cylinders are included in the

Connect the clear beer hose to
the faucet. Screw the CO2
TapGas® cylinder into the
regulator.

kit. One cylinder pushes
better than a ¼ barrel.
Replacement cylinders are
found at beer stores nationwide and online. Leland’s
adjustable pressure regulator

Two convenient
recyclable CO2
cylinders included.
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controls just the right amount

Comes complete
for quick and easy
assembly.
Push and preserve
beer for many
weeks!

of CO2 to preserve and push
the beverage just like your
favorite

pub.

One

adjustment knob to

simple
turn the

Tap the keg and call
some friends!

gas on and off; you are in control of your own draft system.
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